SAISEKO
CASE STUDY
Finca Punta Gorda in El Soccorro, Tenerife
Lettuce Farm - 1st Visit

First visit to Punta Gorda letuce farm 11 days after installation of SEM
Visit to lettuce plantation in El Socorro, Tenerife on Abril 11, 2012.
Relevant information: Lechuga Romana (Roman Lettuce), Date of plantation; march 24. SEM installation
day; March 30.
At the date of this visit approximately 1/3 of the growing cycle has elapsed and 2/3’s remains.
The SEM have been installed during 11 days, of which have been some days with rain and therefore no
irrigation done. The responsible for the daily care of the sector states that they have irrigated around 75
% of normal conditions and 25 % have been rain irrigation.
The photo below shows the sector where the 10 lines on the righ side are SEM and the 5 lines on the left
side are Non SEM. It’s clearly visible that the SEMed section is much more voluminous and green ,i.e
more lettuce. However for some reason the last 2 lines (to the left) of the SEM-ed plants are more
similar to the NON SEM plants.

Photos showing a close up of the SEM sector left hand photo NON SEM area and Right hand photo SEM
area.

Photos showing individual plants from above taken from the same distance Left SEM right NON SEM

Photos showing SEM area Left and NON SEM area Right from the opposite side of the field. Taken from
the same distance so the photos are perfectly comparable.

Photo showing the root bulb of a SEM plant (Left) and a NON SEM plant ( Right). The roots on the SEM
plant are more developed, give the root bulb more volume and are longer.
Unfortunately at this early stage in the growing process they did not want to clean the earth from the
root bulb. But still you can appreciate that there is a big difference.

